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There have been a couple of highlights that have stood out at Paki-iti 
this year. The first was a celebration of 100 years of farming by the 
Morton’s at Paki-iti. This was a gathering in February for those that have 
been part of this 100 year journey, and it also gave us the opportunity to 
thank those who have been a part of it.  Plans are already afoot for the 
year 2020 which is when Paki-iti reaches the milestone of 100 years 
of ram breeding.

HigHligHts

Early indicators have the lamb outlook as challenging; Brexit, a 
high dollar as well as the industry losing one million sheep per year 
for the last 10 years. One would think that with a shrinking supply, 
prices would surely increase. This year’s lamb payments have been 
disappointing, it should be better, but is it a bad return? Looking 
at Beef and Lamb data from 2004 to 2010 the average lamb price 
over all the grades was $69. Over the next six year period this had 
increased 33% to an average of $103 head. Mutton was the same 
recording a 39% increase to $67 head average over the last 6 years. 
Over the same periods beef also recorded a 22% increase.

So how well are the other industries that use land been doing over the 
last decade or so?

The ups and downs of the dairy industry has been well documented 
with the six year average Fonterra pay out from 2004 – 2010 being 
$5.40/kg/ms and the last 6 year average being $6.32/kg/ms. However 
these figures don’t reflect the 45% drop in pay out from the 2013/14 to 

The second highlight was that due to demand we were 250 rams 
short last ram selling across the Romney, Suffolk and Suftex options. 
Fortunately we were able to meet part of this demand by leasing out 
ram hogget’s. Going forward we do ask that if you are interested in 
rams this year to book early. However also due to purchasing another 
stud (see later in newsletter) and increased ram numbers in each of the 
price brackets we aim to meet existing as well as new ram requirements.    

Are tHe dAys of being A primAry producer over? fAr from it. 
2014/15 season. Over supply, over dependence on the China market 
and some would say an over dependence on whole milk powder 
being the main reasons.

The wine industry is set to hit $1.570 billion in exports this year, a 
massive increase from $698 million in 2007. But it hasn’t always been 
plain sailing. From 2008 to 2010 the average grape price received 
by growers dropped 40% and has lifted 25% since then to $1732/t. 
Interestingly this industry isn’t reliant on the Chinese market, with only 
3% of exports going there.

It wasn’t long ago apple growers were hesitant about the future of 
their industry, through the “white knuckle years”, when apples sold for 
less than the cost of production. This year a million more new apple 
trees are being planted across the country as international demand 
continues to soar. The focus has been on new or exclusive apple 
varieties that have earned a substantial price premium over more 
common varieties.

100 years at Paki-iti – Celebration and farm tour – 2016.

Continued overleaf



“They are good rams, longevity is a fundamental and 
then it is about performance, with last year’s lambs 
birth to kill growth rates being 370gms/day” - James Hunter
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romney And romtex updAte
Like many farms, our lambing is spread out – 65 days in fact, from 
the early terminal mobs starting 20th August to the last of the hogget’s 
lambing at the end of October. Interestingly it is only the hogget’s that 
seem to be lambing when the grass is actually growing, with the main 
mobs consistently lambing on very low covers. So like many farms 
are we lambing too early for our grass growth? The short answer is 
yes. However like most, the need to have ewes shorn post weaning 
before fly becomes a threat, to sell the older ewes before works space 
becomes tight as some areas dry up, the need to sell lambs before the 
market comes back, the need to have some days off over Christmas, 
as well as trying to hold condition on the ewes later when going to 
the ram if conditions are dry mean that there are many factors that 
contribute to the lambing date decision.

flock updAte
This season there has been an increase to 1530 recorded ewes which 
were single sire mated to a total of 20 rams. This included the use 
of three purchased outside sires in the Romney flock including one 
facial eczema resistant Romney ram for the FE flock (ranked in the 
top 6% nation-wide for FE from 5K tested rams), two outside link sires 
(see below), a Texel and two Romtex rams for the Romtex breeding 
program.  Only the top 35-40% of ram lambs born are sold as two-
tooth’s. 

romney breeding group – working togetHer
With 10 Romney breeders involved, one of the aims of the group is 
to improve genetic linkages between the flocks which give’s greater 
accuracy to the breeding values of the sheep. This is achieved by 
making available the use of two top sires each for members to use. 
Also an independent progeny trial is now into its eleventh year, and 
involves 600 ewes measuring growth and meat yield. Possible areas 
of interest for the group going forward are around meat quality. 
Intramuscular fat (IMF) is seen as a key driver of meat palatability, 
directly linked to flavour, tenderness and juiciness. The current 
breeding direction with selection for leanness is running the risk of 
reducing IMF and therefore decreasing palatability. So fat is back 

congrAtulAtions – sHeep industry supplier of tHe yeAr 2016
When clients do well, it is satisfying. When a client thanks you for 
providing the genetics that allows them to do well, that is a feel good 
moment. That was the case when long time Suffolk client James and 
Jane Hunter from Waipukurau were awarded the Sheep Industry 
Supplier of the Year at the 2016 Beef + Lamb New Zealand Sheep 
Industry Awards.

The Hunters have been one of the top two Lean Meats suppliers for 
the last four years.  Committing all of their lambs to contracts allows 

the couple to supply lambs 12 months of the year on the high-value 
chilled market. This generates a return well above the industry 
average.
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in. And being moderately heritable at 0.3 and combined with new 
hyperspectral imaging technology could see more of a focus in this 
area.

fAciAl eczemA sub flock
For the past five years we have been developing a sub-flock for facial 
eczema using FE rams and FE AI semen, combined with the use of 
5K DNA data for FE. For the past two years we have offered this 
information in the form of a breeding value for rams at ram selling time. 
If the rams have been 5K DNA tested it does offer a 55% accuracy 
as to how the rams will perform for FE. The Paki-iti FE rams are not a 
replacement for highly resistant rams, but they can be an option that 
offers some level of tolerance in lighter challenge areas.

According to Beef and Lamb Genetics, breeding for robust FE flock 
tolerance is effectively a 10 year process. If following a breeder at 
lower tolerance that lifts to a high tolerance by year 6, then it will take 
2 years longer to breed to a decent tolerance compared to following a 
breeder with high tolerance.

greAter AccurAcy witH dnA 
The use of DNA has taken selecting animals to a new level.  Taking a 
tissue sample from the top 60 ram hogget’s using the Zoetis 5K Snip 
Chip allows greater accuracy when selecting replacement rams  The 
Snip Chip gives information on 22 traits including growth, survival, 
meat, fertility, facial eczema and worm resistance. Having this 
information is the equivalent of having progeny on the ground from the 
ram being measured for the different traits e.g. for weaning weight the 
accuracy is equivalent to having 12 progeny measured at weaning.

Continued on next page

Talk about rollercoasters, the rise in carbon prices over the past three 
months has been nothing short of dramatic, rising to $18.80 a tonne, 
double what they were in April. In August 2011 their value was $22 a 
tonne; by March 2013 they had dropped to $1.60 a tonne. The main 
reason for these fluctuations was the government’s policy to purchase 
cheap foreign credits, which had the effect of crashing the carbon price 
in New Zealand taking away the incentive for the forestry industry to 
plant trees, with many companies converting their forests to dairy. The 
Government banned the purchase of foreign credits in 2014.

The value of honey exports has jumped to $285 million in 2015 from 
$36 million just a decade ago when bee keepers were struggling with 
poor returns. Last year alone recorded a 45% increase from 2014. 
This has mainly been due to the growth of Manuka honey. Flow on 
effects to farmers has seen properties that are suited to producing 
Manuka honey lift in value from around $1500/ha to $3500/ha mainly 
in the last two years. 

Organic farming, without the use of synthetic fertilisers, pesticides, 
growth regulators and so forth, is seeing a strong shift amongst 
consumers.  Domestically this market is now worth quarter of a billion 
dollars, having grown 45% in only four years.

Velvet farmers have enjoyed a seven year run of firming prices, 
making velvet production one of the most profitable livestock farming 
options, with velvet hitting $125/kg this year. But it hasn’t always 
been like this, 2005/06 saw prices crash from $100 to $44 in just two 
years and it has only been since 2009 that prices have improved. This 
market is very much reliant on the Asian markets with China taking 
65% and Korea 20%.

Got a crystal clear water source on your property? Bottling drinking 
water has become an extraordinary marketing tale as consumers pay 
for something that is one of the most plentiful resources in the world 
and can be got for free. Last year bottled water became the world’s 
top selling drink with sales of 233 billion litres. And yet the companies 
that sell it spent less on advertising water than any other beverage. 

By comparison with these other industries, yes lamb is behind most 
in terms of profitability at the moment, but it hasn’t had the wild 
fluctuations, boom bust cycle that so many others have seen.  It  has 
been a consistent performer – consistently good or consistently bad 
depends on what the alternatives are.

Trait CW WWT WWTm EMAc NLB EWT FW12 LEANY GGT21 FEC1 ADAG

Progeny
Equivalents

5 12 8 4 16 2 5 4 3 15 5
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future breeding direction
One simple effect of farming on hills is that animals have to work 
harder to harvest feed over greater vertical distances – it takes four 
times more energy to move a vertical metre than a horizontal metre. 
To have animals that thrive and perform in these conditions they need 
to be bred in these conditions. That has been a strength of Paki-iti. The 
future is about utilising the existing solid breeding base and improving 
on all the traits that makes a hill country ewe farmed more profitably.

This means breeding Romney and Romtex rams that produce ewes 
that -
• 1st lambs as a hogget
• Produces 2 lambs each year
• Has unassisted lambing
• Has good mothering and milking ability
• Has a long productive life
• Has low animal health costs
• Are more efficient
• Has good constitution and hardiness
• Produces fast growing, high yielding lambs

The Facial Eczema flock will continue to be expanded. 

exciting pAki-iti mAternAl bloodlines – two 
brotHers
The Percentile (%) represents where the ram performs out of all 
maternal breeds in New Zealand for each trait.

Index Values for 
PK 1072/14

INDEX RESULT % 
DPOC 2154 15
DPR 683 10
DPS 388 20
DPG 1507 30
DPA -526 65

Index Values for 
PK 1071/14

INDEX  RESULT  % 
DPOC 2069 15
DPR 683 10
DPS 388 20
DPG 993 70
DPA -41 20

Paki-iti 1071/14 is also ranked in the top 20% nation-wide for Facial 
Eczema of all rams 5K tested.

Key:
DPO = Dual Purpose Overall (DPR+DPS+DPG+DPA+DPW)
DPR = Dual Purpose Reproduction
DPS = Dual Purpose Survival
DPG = Dual Purpose Growth
DPA = Dual Purpose Adult

flock expAnsion
To continue to meet the demand for the terminal sires we purchased 
another Suffolk flock in December. This flock was based on 
predominantly Paki-iti bloodlines which meant that 1130 Suffolk and 
Suftex ewes and ewe hogget’s were put to the ram this season with 
19 sires being single sire mated. 

Having increased numbers allows us to continue to sell only the best, 
with 50% of ram lambs born offered for sale this year.

premier suftex updAte  
With seven Suftex breeders in the South Island and two in the North 
Island, the group is committed to improving the performance of the 
Suftex breed. To help achieve this, the group has to be genetically 
linked to each other to help identify where the top bloodlines are. 
This means that breeders have access to other breeder’s top sires to 
use. This season we used two of these outside Suftex sires and three 
breeders used one of our top sires. Each year the Premier Suftex 
Group is also allocated two spaces in the Central Progeny Test (CPT) 
which involves all breeds and helps identify top performers.  Paki-iti 
418/14 (image right) was selected to represent the Premier Suftex 
group in the 2016/17 Central Progeny Test.

suffolk export
Last season Suffolk semen was exported from two rams to the USA, 
with the breeder looking to put more carcass into their American 
Suffolk. Ram hogget’s, ewe hogget’s and 22 ewes have also been sent 
to Ireland over the past two years to be part of their sheep research 
program into across breed evaluations, so will be very interesting to 
see how the Paki-iti NZ Suffolk compares in terms of performance, 
ease of lambing etc., to the other main terminal breeds in Ireland. 

c/t scAnning
We are now into our 4th year of C/T scanning with 84 ram hogget’s 
having been sent to Lincoln University to date. This is allowing us 
to select animals with higher muscularity, higher muscle: bone ratio 
leading to a higher dressing out yield. (Live weight to hot carcass 
weight)

wintering of rAm Hogget’s
Terminal ram longevity is an absolute must and a real weakness of 
terminal sire breeds. Part of our breeding program to address this is 
by wintering all the terminal ram hogget’s in one mob on the hills at 
Paki-iti for two–three months. We are now into our tenth year of doing 
this. This approach has allowed us to cull out non performers and also 

suffolk And suftex updAte
has the added benefit of ensuring that these rams are accustomed to 
steep hill country.  

future breeding direction
We are excited by the future of the Suffolk and Suftex breeding 
programs. We have a solid base - that is breeding for longevity, 
structural soundness, and robustness and then breeding for traits 
that make money for clients; Growth, Lamb Survival and Meat. To 
increase the darkness in the rams we have also been breeding a 
higher percentage Suftex (around 70% Suffolk, 30% Texel).

exciting pAki-iti terminAl bloodlines
The Percentile (%) represents where the ram performs out of all 
terminal breeds in New Zealand for each trait.

Index Values for 
PK 536/14

INDEX  RESULT  % 
TSOC 1405 5
TSS 97 30
TSG 905 10
TSM 404 15

Index Values for 
PK 418/14

INDEX  RESULT  % 
TSOC 1507 5
TSS 145 15
TSG 926 10
TSM 437 10

Continued overleaf
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contAct detAils
stewart morton:  Ph (06) 328 5772  Mob (0274) 453 110

Andrew morton:  Ph (06) 328 2856  Fax (06) 328 2812  Mob (0274) 488 511

Email: pakiroms@farmside.co.nz

Key:
TSO = Terminal Sire Overall (TSS+TSG+TSM)
TSS = Terminal Sire Survival
TSG = Terminal Sire Growth
TSM = Terminal Sire Meat

longevity plus, plus, plus
When we looked back at the three generations of these three rams’ 
pedigrees, it was interesting to note that the combined average age 
of their sires, dams and sires of their dams is 5.7 years old.  So 
for the direct relations of these rams to still be structurally sound, and 
still have the constitution and high performance is pretty special. What 
is also interesting is that these older, proven bloodlines can produce 
progeny that rank so highly in the industry.  

suffolk/suftex rAm Hogget leAsing
This option in the autumn of leasing ram hogget’s continues to be 
a popular option for some farmers. The hogget’s are available from 
early March and can be used up to a mating ratio of 1:70 across MA 
ewes. If using across hogget’s it is better to have a lower ratio of 1:40 
– 1:50. This year we pushed the ratio out to 1:60, single sire mating, 

and even though the hogget’s scanned 102% at good weights, the dry 
rate was consistently higher than we would have liked across each 
mob. 

1. AdvAntAges of using A terminAl sire – 
Hybrid vigour

To put some numbers around what the expectations should be from 
the use of terminal sires, the easiest way would be to use one’s 
maternal mob as the base, add on 10% increase for hybrid vigour 
for survival (Dalton 1980) and 5% increase for weaning weight 
(Woodlands Research). 

Basically a purebred ewe mated to a terminal sire to produce 
crossbred lambs is expected to wean 17.8% more weight of lamb 
than a purebred ewe mated to produce a purebred lamb. 

2. AdvAntAges of using A HigH performing 
terminAl sire

To highlight the importance of using higher performance terminal sires 
a recent project involving B&L, Massey University, Focus Genetics, 
Zoetis and Allflex found that using low estimated breeding value 
(eBV) rams that were still above industry average (SILACE terminal 
sire) and using high eBV rams on two commercial farms across 1000 
ewes resulted in the progeny being 0.60kg heavier or $1.69 more per 
lamb born.  If below industry average rams were compared we would 
expect the difference to be increased again, as well as the cumulative 
benefits of greater survival and better yields flowing through  giving a 
greater advantage for using higher performance recorded rams. 

3. AdvAntAges of using A blAck fAce terminAl 
sire

There is the management advantage; offspring will be genetically 
marked so that lambs produced by these terminals remain as terminal 
lambs – no confusion. In addition due to the offspring being genetically 
marked any lamb sold store are guaranteed to be by a terminal sire, 
which traditionaly equates to a higher premium.

In last year’s newsletter we discussed the future of wool needing to 
be anything else but in apparel or carpets, with the idea put forward 
that the future could be in bio plastics, so it was pleasing to see a 
press release in June this year that a $21 million research partnership 
between Wool Industry Ltd and the Ministry of Business, Innovation 
and Employment to find new ways in which coarse wool can be used.

Areas to be looked at include:

–  Discovery of effective ways to deconstruct the fibre and 
reconstitute it in a range of functional forms; and

wool – tHe future 
– Optimising the performance and use of the new materials in a 

range of forms and applications.

To be successful, uses need to be made that will use thousands of 
tonnes of wool, not like the keratin-based products made by Keratec, 
developed in the early part of the century that was used for medical 
purposes, but which only utilised wool in tonnes. 

The partnership program between Wool Industry Ltd and the Ministry 
of Business, Innovation and Employment has been described as 
essential for the industry – we agree.

At paki-iti we believe the most effective way of 
breeding the most profitable sheep is through ram 

selection, ewe selection and natural selection.

Index Values for 
PK 437/14

INDEX  RESULT  % 
TSOC 1359 10
TSS 109 25
TSG 1014 5
TSM 236 35

breeding video
Our breeding video has been put together showcasing Paki-iti’s 
Maternal and Terminal breeding programmes, breeding philosophies, 
where they are bred, type of sheep as well as client feedback. This 
can be viewed on our website at www.paki-iti.co.nz along with 
video clips of sale rams.


